East Boston, or “Eastie,” is a coastal neighborhood faced with rising sea levels and intensifying development pressure. What would the future of East Boston look like if Eastie decided for Eastie?

Eastie for Eastie is empowering residents to act on climate change and push our leaders to proactively minimize climate impacts in the neighborhood.

**We have a choice to make together**

**WHAT MIGHT MANAGED RETREAT LOOK LIKE IN EAST BOSTON?**

**EMPOWERING COMMUNITY AGENCY**

**Tackling Tough Questions**
- How will flooding affect me?
- Do I have to move?
- Will this make my rent go up?
- How does this impact my family now?

**Rebranding Managed Retreat**
- Community Based
- Collaborative
- Strategic
- Planned
- Reclaimed
- Coherent
- Adaptation
- Nature
- Transition
- Community Preservation
- Elevation
- Safety
- Relocation

**How will our community respond?**

**A Vision-driven Conversation**

**Spatial Guidelines** to refit high schools, churches, and community facilities with shelter provisions.

**Auxiliary units** to house displaced residents.

**Shared spaces** for temporary relocation.

**Allow higher density with affordable units, shelter and community spaces.**

**Development-driven rising property values.**

**Loss of amenities.**

**Concerns for health and safety.**

**Rising flood insurance.**

**Loss of jobs.**

We believe in a participatory process. Our workshops and discussions are designed to prioritize listening to resident’s voices and guide understanding.